Let T be a positive linear operator defined for nonnegative functions on a rj-finite measure space {X,m,fi). Given 1 < p < oo and a nonnegative weight function w on X , it is shown that there exists a nonnegative weight function v , finite /¿-almost everywhere on X , such that . Applications to some specific operators are also given.
Introduction
Let (X,m,p) be a a-finite measure space and let K(x,y) be nonnegative and measurable on X x X. Set Tf(x) = fxK(x ,y)f(y)dp(y) and T* f(y) = )x Kix , y)f(x) dp(x) for nonnegative functions /. Given 1 < p < oo and weights (i.e. nonnegative measurable functions) w and v , consider the weighted norm inequality
f (Tffw dp < j f"v dp , for all / > 0.
In [5] , B. Muckenhoupt raised the question (in the context of more general operators) of deciding when, given the weight w , there exists a weight v , finite //-almost everywhere on X, such that ( 1 ) holds. In this paper, we derive a simple necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such a weight v , and then apply the criterion to some specific positive linear operators. See [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [6] and [7] for related work. Our basic result is Theorem 1. Let 1 < p < oo and suppose w is a weight on X. There is a weight v, finite p-almost everywhere on X, such that the weighted norm inequality ( 1 ) holds, if and only if there is a positive function <j> on X with (2) ( (T<p)pw dp <oo, Jx or equivalently, with
4> ~pT*[(T(j))p~ w] < oo p -almost everywhere.
Indeed, the weighted inequality (1) holds with v equal to the weight in (3). Proof. Let \/p + \/p = 1. Using Holder's inequality, we have I (Tf)pw dp = J[T[fcf>-lfp'<i>l/p']]pw dp <-I = Ifpcp{-pT*[(Tct>)p-lw]dp which yields (1) with v equal to the weight in (3). Conversely, assume (1) holds for some v < oo /i-a.e. Using the a-finiteness of p, one easily constructs a positive function </> such that / 4>pv dp < oo and hence such that (2) holds. Finally, suppose (2) holds and let v denote the weight in (3). Then
= / (T<j))pw dp < oo by (2) . Since <p > 0, we conclude v < oo //-a.e. and this completes the proof of Theorem 1. Remark. Theorem 1 and duality yield: Let 1 < p < oo and suppose v is a weight on X. There is a weight w , positive /¿-almost everywhere on X, such that the weighted norm inequality ( 1 ) holds, if and only if there is a positive function <t> on X with fx(T*<f>)p'vl~p' dp <oo, \/p + \/p = 1.
Some specific operators
The next two theorems treat the cases of a convolution operator with radially decreasing kernel on R" and the Laplace transform on the positive real line. J\x-y\>\ Proof. According to Theorem 1, (5) will imply (4) if it can be shown it implies the existence of a positive function g such that (6) [/ (Tgfw -ii/p J j®(x-y)g(y)dy -ii/p w(x)dx is finite. Consider separately the three terms resulting from taking the inner integral in (6) over the sets where y satisfies \y\ < j\x\, j\x\ < \y\ < 2\x\ and 2|jc| < |y|, respectively. By Minkowski's integral inequality, the first such term is dominated by
is finite for all y/0 by (5) and the fact that w is locally integrable and 0 is bounded away from the origin. Thus one can find g positive everywhere such that the term in (7) ,|y|>iM w(x)dx \¡p which will be finite if g decays rapidly enough at infinity. Finally, if we take g(y) = g(\y\) to be nonincreasing as a function of \y\, then /<P(xy)g(y)dy < ¡<b(y)g(y)dy and so the pth power of the third term resulting from (6) w(x)dx.
The integrals in (9) will be finite if /R" <t>g < oo and g decays rapidly enough at infinity. Thus, there exist positive functions g such that the integrals in (7), (8) and (9) are finite, and so the integral in (6) is finite for the function which is their pointwise minimum. The proof that this is equivalent to (10) is a simpler version of the proof of Theorem 2.
Open problems
We mention two open extensions of the problem treated in Theorem 1: 1. For T sublinear, characterize those weights w for which there is v < oo /¿-almost everywhere such that ( 1 ) holds.
2. For 1 < p, q < oo characterize those weights w for which there is v < oo /¿-almost everywhere such that T maps Lp(v) to Lq(w), i.e. J(Tf)qwdp Q <\j f"vdp \Ip for all/>0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Problem 1 has been treated in the case T is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function; see [3] , [4] and [7] . Problem 2 can be answered immediately with the aid of Theorem 1 (applied to the exponent q) whenever it is possible, given a weight u, to find a weight v with Lp(v) embedded in Lq(u). This occurs, for example, whenever q < p (simply use Holder's inequality) or whenever dp is an atomic measure. In the case of fractional integrals, Problem 2 has been treated in [1] , [2] and [6] .
